Gene transfer for hemophilia: can therapeutic efficacy in large animals be safely translated to patients?
Gene transfer is a novel area of therapeutics in which the active agent is a nucleic acid rather than a protein or small molecule. As early as 1997, investigators reported long-term expression of therapeutic levels of factor IX using gene transfer techniques in hemophilia B mice, and similar data were thereafter reported in mice with hemophilia A. Efforts to translate these results to hemophilic dog models at first yielded only marginally therapeutic levels (1%-2% normal circulating levels), but within the past few years have achieved levels in the range of 10%-20% through multiple different gene transfer strategies. Early phase clinical testing has revealed that many aspects of gene transfer in humans were accurately predicted by studies in hemophilic dogs, but that other aspects were not, and were only appreciated as a result of clinical testing. Studies in the next few years will determine whether the problems identified in preclinical and early phase clinical testing can be solved to develop a therapeutic gene transfer approach to hemophilia.